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Best Honda Ever 

Reaching An Accord: 
Honda's Built A Beauty 

By the second time around, the men 
from Honda looked as though they were 
ready to throw themselves under the 
wheels to slow the cars down. 

IO the infield, one man bad what looked 
like a tricked up Scirocco rolled over on 
.its door handles, one rear tire off the 
ground and both fronts tucked under 
almost to the rim. Directly across from 
him another ... hey ,  that's not  a 
Scirocco ... was doing a smoking front 
wheel burnout while yet another Honda. 
man waved his arms and shrieked 
"Economy. It's an economy run!" 

And around turn seven, all four wheels 
in the dirt and with no more idea what he 
was doing than if he'd been flying a 
Concorde, came some guy from a. daily 
newspaper, wearing a. helmet for the first 
time in his life and scattering members of 
the genuine motoring press before him as 
leaflets in the wind. 

"There's an excellent cha.nee," a Honda 
official said to a.n onlooker, "that we're 
going to be sorry we planned this." 

It's possible that Honda.does regret that 
day, since one or two of its keen new 
bigger-than-Civics Accords were used 
rather beyond their design limits. But if 
so, that's the only thing about the Accord 
that Honda will have cause to regret. 

In the face of some manufacturers' 
reluctance-make that refusal-to 
change even the most poorly conceived 
and annoying aspects of their cars. it's 
refreshing to see somebody take what is 
already a very good design, in this case 
the Civic, and make it a lot better simply 
because they feel it could be better. 

This is not to say the Accord is a 
replacement for the Civic. It is not. Nor is 
it a. deluxe model of the Civic, as the 
Scirocco is of the Rabbit. It is. Honda 
says, another car entirely. Yet since it 
uses a stroker version of the Civic's 
CVCC engine and tlie ·same transmission 
(five-speed standard, Honda.ma.tic two 
speed semi-auto optional}, and the same 
general layout, it must be considered at 
least a development of the Civic. 

And would you believe it, every single 
feature of the Civic that we don't like, in 
fact everything a.bout the Civic we've 
ever heard of anyone not liking, has been 
fixed in the Accord. 

The first question that comes to mind 

when you see the Accord is "How come 
they named it that?" The Japanese have 
never been highly praised in westem 
countries for the names of their cars 
(what's the matter. you don't like 
Fairla.dy?), but Accord seems to hit a new 
low. According to ... uh.no ... Ba.sed on what 
Cliff Schmillen. assistant director of 
American Honda Motor Co., says, they 
needed fi rst a name that was 
internationally patentable, which right 
away ruled out things like Mustang and 
Impala. Then they had to come up with 
something that didn't mean "You're a nit" 
in WallOQn-don't laugh this off; it's 
becoming a real problem in multi
national marketing. When everything 
else had been eliminated, Accord is what 
was left. "We didn't make the final 
decision," Schmillen says. 

Na.m&a.side, the.Accord gets our vote as 
one of the two or three best cars to come 
down the road in a long time. and 
certainly the most pleasant and efficient 
one ever from Japan. 

It is aimed. Honda says, at the "family 
luxury" market, and Uisgoingto hit dead 
center. There are a lot of people; the 
company admits, who have avoided the 
Civic on the basis of size a.lone. Never 
mind that it is precisely what about 80% 
of us need, it is perceived by many as a 
"small car" and so is never considered for 
pur.£_hase by the masses. The Accord is a. 
bit bigger all around, on a wheelbase of 
93.7 inches (Civic: 86.6), a length of 162.8 
(vs. 150), and with a weight of 1993 lbs 
with five speed trans against 1760 for the 
CVCC Civic. 

Every inch and every pound is there 
because it needs to be. We already liked 
the Civic, but we flat love the Accord. stick-to-your-back na.ugahyde' feeling.

The ride is firmalaAudiFox,notjiggly They feel perhaps a bit too hard at first 
a la Civic. You view the world as though impression, but it's really tl;le only wear, 
from a car. peering at the tops of truck for long trips and you can rip oU five or 
tires rather than at their hubs. The Accord six hours at a stretch without crippling 
is only 0.2 inch higher than the Civic, 52.4 · �ourself. Both front buckets are full. 
inches to 52.2, but the seats and visibility reclining, so you can go anywhere from 
are such that there is a feeling of greater Richard Petty-upright to Formula. One
control over what's about to befall you. Iaydown and still have some left over to 
Again, it feels very much like a Fox. nap while you wait in line at. the detours. 

The Accord's interior could serve as a. Headroom in front is good for those up to 
design school for budding automotive about six-three or -four, and for those an 
stylists. The seats a.re firm, with excellent inch or two shorter in the back. Front 
lumbar support, fair lateral support, and legroom is generous for anybody who'll 
cloth inserts at the center to avoid that fit under the roof, and in back it's better 

than most-which is to say marginal, but 
no worse tha.n the accepted norm. 

The dash likewise is a model of 
efficiency, as far as it goes. but)Ionda has 
spent too.much money on tricks and not 
e n o u g h  o n  t r e a t s  w h e.re t h e  
instrumentation is concerned. There is a 
large, legible tach with matching 
speedometer on the left and ;right, 
respectively, of a panel containing the 
fuel and temp gauges and trick number 
one, which is a green, lighted outline of 
the Accord viewed from above. If a door is 
left ajar or the hatch is open or a brake 
Ught burns out, a panel glows red in the 
appropriate place on the outline. It  works 
well and is easy for even the dumbest, 
least aware driver to understand-but is it 
worth what it must-cost? 

Trick number two is a set of three lights 
at the base of the speedometer. one ea.ch 
for "Tire Rot .. " "Eng Oil," and "Oil 
Filter." When it is time to rot the tires, oil 
the eng, or change the oil filter a light 
comes on in the appropriate slot and 
stays on, theoretically, until you pei:form 
the service, at which time it is reset by 
inserting the ignition key into a hole 
beneath the light. It runs off the odometer 
and is simple to understand and 
may even persuade people to rotate their 
tires or change their oil ... but once again 
we question whether it is worthwhile, at 
least as standard equipment. And despite 
this' attention to jukeboxecy, there is 
neither oil gauge nor ammeter to inform 
those wbo care about such thiI}gs. 

Otherwise. though. the Accord is 

equipped with all modem conveniences 
as befits a luxury car. Our test car did not 
have the optioilal air conditioning (in fact 
it didn't have any options at all; 
everything mentioned here is standard 
equipment, included in the ca.r's $3995 
base price), but we found the ventUation 
system adequate to cope with 85 degree 
days. There are vents on ea.ch end of 'the 
dash plus two in the center plus the 
normal heater-defroster outlets on 
windshield and floor plus two more vents 
to defrost the side windows, one in ea.ch 
door, and the rear quarter windows are 
pop-outs to assist in clearing the hot air. 
The only complaint we have about the 
vent system is that it works too well-at 
highway speeds we could find no way to 
get a gentle breeze. Even with the fan off, 
the air fairly howls through the car, and 
with the fan on it came down to a choice 
between a full gale and a hurricane. 

With the windows up at normal freeway 
speeds of 65mph or so, the Accord is very 
quiet. There is some drum over very 
rough pavement (aggravated, no doubt, 
by the pressure in the tires, which we 
found worked best at close to the 32psi 
recommended maximum) and a bit of 
noise occasionally from the driver's door 
window, but not all the Accords we've 
driven have this last. Since ours was 
number 31 off the assembly line, we tend 
tq believe it's not a universal problem. 
Likewise there were some rattles from the 
dash that developed over the-Course of 
1000 miles. but ours was one of the ca.rs 
that sll.w heavy duty at the press preview 
and so we can't figure that as standard 
equipment either. Taken altogether, it's 
as relaxing and pleasant a highway car as 
comes to min� for anywhere near the 
price. 

It's also a ball to drive fast. Honda set up 
a slalom course in the Laguna infield for 
all hands to flog the ca.rs, and we came 
away from there disa.ppointed ... but that 
changed to delight, then enchantment as 
we brought the car ba.ck"to Reno . .  The 
slalom couldn't have shown the car in a 
worse light if it bad been laid out by 
Toyota. A series of sharp turns. one right 
after another, left no ti.me to set up the car 



or accelerate to a speed that would allow 
bringing. the tail out with braking. So it 
was stab the gas, stab the brake, plow 
plow plow stab the gas ... over and over 
until it was done. Dreadful, and 
something to keep in mind if you test~ 
drive an Accord. 

But on a r~al road the car seems to come 
alive. The more you drive it the more you 
like it. It has a nimble, lively· feel that is 
missing from most cars these days, 
changing direction at a hint froin the 
driver and areing into turns nicely if told 
to do so gently. There is considerable 
body roll, which will sUrprise you an d 
bring tlie tail out if you jerk the wheel 
o:ver too hard, but gentle it in and it will 
take a set and assume a nice, stable drift, 
at least on .a smooth surface. . 

It's almost unbelievable how Honda has 
. kept the virtues of front wheel drive and , 
swept away the drawbacks. For all that 
the Civic is go d fun and dead reliable, i t 
lags behind several other front wheel 
drive cars in terms of sophistication. It 
wants to turn left all the time, for one 
thing, and it tends to weave when you 
want to go straight. It has more torque 
steer than a sprint car besides, and you. 
have to ke.ep a firm hand on the wheel 
when cornering hard with the power on or 
it's likely to go off on its own. Finally, it 
can . develope a severe case of trailing 
throttle oversteer at high speeds. Fun, but 
not state 'of the art. 
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hop over washboard surfaces and leans 
toward float on undUlating roads. In a 
series of rapid transitions from side to 
side and back again, the soft ~hocks and 
copious body roll will sometimes allow 
the driver to get into a whoops-whoops
WHOOPS situtation, but easing off will 
rectify everything and we never ' did 
really see the Accord lose its composure. 

- The extra arm on the crank of the CVCC 
engine nasn't changed its character ' 
significantly. It's still quiet and fairly 
smooth, still sometimes hard to start (use 
the choke; dummy, that's .what it's there, 
for) , and still revs freely. The engine in 
the test car was one of-\he better cvcCs 
we've seen, presumably .because of the 
attention lavished on it in preparation for 
the 'preview, and -it's really surprising 
how a clean engine can run so weII' or a 
well engine run so clean. Aside from a 
very minor case of the backfires and -the 
need to crank a bit when starting, it was 
everything an engine should be. The 
EPA's figures on the car shoW 44mpg on 
the highway, 31 city, ~nd 36 average with 
the five speed, and while we never came 
close to that we did reach 30 in the 
mountains and have a lot of fun doing'it. 

The Accord is also available with a 
Hondamatic transmission, which is a 
device about as poorly suited to 

- propelling - an automobile as any yet 
devised. It' s a two-speed semi-automatic 
(~u've gotta shift it yourself), and it is a 
real shiftbox. The "semi" means it will 

The Accord, on the other hand, is right 
up at the top of current technology, or at 
least feels like it is. The steering 1s feather 
light, with no noticeable tendency to steer 
itself .as some fwd cars have. It runs 
straight along any path you choose over 
any surface, and if you lift the throttl.e qr 
even jump on the_ brakes in the middle of a 
corner, the back end comes gently and 

. predictably around'until you get back on 
it, when it all falls meekly into lin~again. 
It's one of those rare cars that makes you 
gasp going into a turn, hang on all the 
way through, and then as you corne out 
you think, "Jeez, I could've done that 10 
miles an hour faster. " -

It is, in .short, a delight. .The interior could 
serve as a school for: .automotive stylists .... 

a car this keen for less than $4000 
seems a remarkable value." 

. start in whatever gear the pointer 
indicates· when you step on the gas; · that 
is, if you pull up to a stop sign in "2" and 

-don't move it to " 1," it will leave in 2 .. No, 
perhaps leave is too strong a word. It will 
sidle off ... ooze away ... in that gear'. 
Likewise if you remember to move it to 1, 
it will stay in 1 forever unless · you 
remember to take it out. There really . 
seems to be no excuse, let alone re_ason, 
for buying it. It slows the car 
tremendously, costs nine miles per 
gallon on the highway, .according to the ' 
EPA, and general ly is a distasteful article 
you'd be better off without. _ Its only 
redeeming feature seems to be ·that it 
never, ever has broken in the Civic-but 
then how can you hurt an automatic 
transmission in a 1760 pound car with a. 60 
horsepower engine? Take the stick; you'll 
be better off. 

It is, in shqrt, a delight. All the things 
you've read about-settling the car on its 
suspension by braking into a turn, easing 
off the brake and adding lock to keep it 
down on the springs, easing out the lock 
and putting on throttle to come out-all 
that comes' natural as breathing in the 
Honda. You can feel when you're- right, 
and when you're wrong the car lets you 
know without hitting you over the head 
with the guardrail. To Niki Laudaitmight 
all seem dull and untidy, but to normal 
mortals, driving the Accord to work 
every morning is its own reward. 
. There are. a couple of things you can't do 

with the Accord, though. One of them is 
throw it around, unless you have Ii. taste 
for bodywork. It has a lot of roll, as 
mentioned, .and when the body comes 
against the bump stops, and you've just 
given the wheel a big tweak, out the tail 
will come. It can be useful when you do it 
on purpose, and- we can't see it ever 
coming. all the way around into a spin, but 
it's a fairly abrupt change in attitude by 
the standards of most drivers. Again, 
Niki can cope, but ' Grandma Dupk 
probably can't. 

Another thing you can't do is roar up 
mountains infifth gear. The cvec engine 

1976 Honda Accord Speci'fications 

ENGINE 

ha~ been stroked 6.5mm to gi.ve it 97.63 ' 
cubic inches, about seven bigger than the 
Civic. It's a strong enough unit to move 
the . sub-2000 pound Accord along 
smartly, but not enough so you can just 
nail it and forget it. W~ ha-d. to drop to 
fourth and. occasionally third gea:.;: to 
make:it up the passes, and if you're used 

Type: Inline four, overhead cam, cast iron block with 
alu miri.u m head 
Di splacement: . 1596cc, 97.63cid 
Bore/ Stroke: 2.91 x 3.66 inches 
Compre,ssion Ratio: 8.0:1 
Horsepower ~ 68 SAE net 
Carburetor: Three barrel downdraft 
DRIVE TRAIN 
Type: Transverse ·mounted engine, front wheel drive 
Transmission: Five speed manual (Hondamatic two speed 
semi-automatic optional) 
SUSPENSION 
Front: ·Independent, MacPherson struts, antisway bar 
Rear: Independent, MacPherson struts, trailing arms 
BRAKES .' . 
Front: Disc, power assist 
Rear: Drum, power assist 

to 400 cubic inches ' youmay feel 
disinclined to row the lever. 

You also 'won't have " much success 
trying to go really fast over really bumpy 
roads, particularly iftl}ere are turns there 
too. The car really wants more shock. 
absorber than it has, and while it works 
well on pavement, i~ suffers from wheel 

Actually you'd be pretty well off with 
any Accord you can find. The car will be 
introduced at $3995, but it's hard to ' 
believe it can be sold at that price for long. 
Honda seems able to crank out surprising 
cars that rarely bre~k and are fun to drive 
for very little money, but under $4000 for a 
car as keen as the Accord seems a 
remarkable value. The major mechanical 
bits-engine, bra~es, transmission, and 
so on-are well proven; l00cc more 
displacement isn't going to change 
anything. The body seems very tight and 
well-constructed, the few rattles 
developed by our test car can pr obably be 
written off as normal new-car teething 
problems. 

If the experience we've had with staff~ 
owned Hondas, of 'which there are a 

, couple, is any ,indication, Civics are 
driving. their owners down a long and 
relatively trouble-free road.. Now, with 
the coming of the' Accord, it should be a 
comfortable and stylish road as we'll. 
Good work, Honda. 

WHE·ELS & TIRES 
Wheels: 5J x 13 steel disc 
Tires: 155SR-13 radial 
STEERING 
Type: Rack and pinion 
Turning Circle: 32.9 feet 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Length: 162.8 inches 
Width.: 63.8 inches 
Height: 52.4 inches 
Wheelbase: 93.7 inches 
Curb Weight: 1993 pounds 
Track (Front/Rear): 55.1/54.7 inches 
Fuel Capacity: 13.2 U.S. Gal/ons 
Fuel Required: Regular or unleaded gasoline 
Fuel Economy: EPA figures: 44mph highway, 31mpgcity, 
36mpg combi'ned. Observed: 28 ~32mpg in normal driving 
PRICE ~. 

list: $3995; includes AM/,FM radio, five speed tran,s
mission, radial tires, tinted glass, carpeting, etc. Price as 
tested : $3~95. 
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